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Visionary Author, Editor and International Photo Stylist Fifi O’Neill 

Announces Release of PRAIRIE-STYLE WEDDINGS Sourcebook 

 
Sarasota, FL., December 3, 2014 - Fifi O’Neill has established a novel 

international reputation for her particular sense of style. Her name has become 

synonymous as the single-most editor, photo stylist, blogger and best-selling author 

known for perpetuating prairie style.  

Born and raised in Paris, Fifi has based from Europe, Canada and now the U.S., 

devoting many years to writing and styling elaborate home decorating, food, gardening 

and interior design editorial for hundreds of lifestyle and special interest publications 

including several of her own design magazines. With two impressive and beautifully 

illustrated books, Fifi now announces release of her third, PRAIRIE-STYLE 

WEDDINGS: Rustic and Romantic Farm, Woodland, and Garden Celebrations 

(Chronicle Books, December 2014, $30 USD/Hardbound).  

Her latest work is slated to appeal to her widespread following, including the 

two million followers of her chez fifi blog and the very significant bridal market 

awaiting her latest international release. Fifi has devoted years to transforming 

gorgeous en plein air settings into festive prairie style celebrations that seamlessly 

blend rustic, handcrafted details with a distinct, refined elegance. Over 150 beautiful 

photographs have been created together with her esteemed colleague, American 

photographer, Mark Lohman. Their work captures an astonishing array of resourceful 

ideas and homespun celebrations with effortless grace, simple beauty and a nostalgic 

vision of romance.   



“Prairie-Style Weddings shows how easily and affordably one can transform a 

rustic outdoor space into an unforgettable venue,” Fifi remarks, “From a woodland 

meadow to a simple shed or an old weathered barn, prairie style embraces the best of 

hand-crafting, heritage, vintage chic, romance, and much more.”  

As the first sourcebook of its kind, Prairie-Style Weddings shows how whimsical 

exuberance and endearing details combine to make unforgettable gatherings. Fifi 

understands the increasing preference to meld culture, craft, and natural settings together 

with comfort, simplicity, sustainability, and harmony with the earth.  

Fifi is currently at work on related prairie style product development and 

continues to produce editorial working globally based from her charming, fishing 

cottage enclave located in Sarasota, Florida.  

 

 

 

 


